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INTRODUCTION

The movement of a stainless steel control rod clad within a fuel assembly

control rod guide tube (CRGT) results in some degree of wear on the con-

tacting parts.

This is not a design concern in HIPAR fuel assemblies, which have stainless
steel CRGT, since wear is inversely proportional to the hardness of the
softer material.

In LOPAR fuel assemblies, which have Zircaloy CRGT, early design concerns
were raised about the wear characteristic of the Zi rcaloy-stainless
steel interface.

Extensive examinations of irradiated CRGT were performed and will be

described and discussed in the various sections of this report, in the
same sequence and numbering as the NRC questions.

First, it is necessary to point out the basic characteristic of Westinghouse
LOPAR fuel and reactor internals design which tend to minimize the effect
of CRGT wear:

For the 17 x 17 fuel design, each control rod is made from 24 flexible
rodlets, of small diameter, about .4 inches, and is operated on a separate
drive line. There are no dual control elements in Westinghouse reactors.

The control rod clad is made of stainless steel, which is a softer material
than Inconel.

When the control rod assemblies are withdrawn from the core, they are
guided by rod cluster control guide plates within shrouds located above
the upper core plate and aligned with the openings in the fuel assembly
top nozzle adapter plate (see Figure 1).

Westinghouse LOPAR fuel assembly design includes stainless steel sleeves
around the CRGT at each grid location . In particular, the CRGT portion
located between the top grid and the top nozzle is completely sleeved
(see Figure 2).

All these characteristics, together with the examination results and
subsequent analysis summarized in the following sections, clearly show
that the mechanical integrity of Westinghouse fuel assemblies is not
impaired by the local CRGT wear observed and, therefore, there is no
need for any changes in the design to mitigate or eliminate the wear.
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Question 1

Describe the details of any r'outine surveillance of fuel assemblies per-
formed at facilities using your NSSS design.

~Res onse:

- Routine surveillance of fuel assemblies is performed by a Westinghouse
Fuel Site Surveillance representative during delivery of fresh fuel to
the site and during refueling operations.

The primary purpose of this surveillance is to provide warranty protection
against any fuel handling damage, and timely reporting of any anomalies ob-
served and subsequent examinations to support engineering evaluation.

In addition..to routine fuel site surveillance, more elaborate fuel exam-
ination programs may be conducted, taking advantage of the shutdown
period and with customer agreement.

In this case, the examination method and level of detail is selected
according to the program scope.

One such program was conducted to verify the mechanical performance of
irradiated CRGT.

This program included(

The results of these examinations are described in the following sections.
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Question 2

Have examinations of the fue'L assembly guide tubes to detect uea2 been com-
pleted at any faci Hty using your NSSS design?

~Res onse:

Yes, Westinghouse has performed detailed examination of irradiated fuel assembly
guide tubes as part of a design verification program.

Question 2a

Ifso, pz'ovide the following information: the method of examination (i.e.
destructive testing, eddy-cuzzent testing, periscope, horoscope, mechanical
gage, TV, etc.).

~Res onse:

The method of thimble tube examinations were:

Question 2b

The areas of CRGT examined:

~Res onse:

The thimble tubes were examined

Question 2c

(a,c)

Qualification of the examination p2'ocedure.

~Res onse:

Several
periodical'iy to qualify the accuracy of the examination data.

(a,C)
. were measured
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Question 2d

The number of CRGT sampled at each facility and the applicable operational
parameters including the core location, EFPH, time in service, related con-
trol rod parameters, etc.

~Res onse:

The number of CRGT sampled and the corresponding operational parameters are
given in Table 1.

Question 2e

Results of observations or measurements.

~Res onse:

The observations and measurements performed and subsequent analyses on thimble
tubes listed in Table 1 have shown the following: Q

'
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Question 3

Vere any CRGT destructiveZy tested (e.g., by mechanical or metaZlographic
means) .

~Res ense:

Question 3a

And uhat observations or measurements a<ere made?

~Res onse:
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Question 4

Vhat correEations vere suggested between operating parameters and CRGT condi-
tions?

~Res ense:

No correlations wgre ascertained between plant operating parameters and guide
thimble abrasion.k
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stion 5

If speci fic examinations fo2 CRGT clear have not been completed at any facility,
either provide other evidence for the absence of rear or answer the follceing:

estion Sa

Are examinations planned? Ifso, provide details as requested in 2a-d.

question Sb

Have out of pile sear tests been comple ed? If so, provide details including
quaHfication of the est procedure and answers to 2a - d. Address vi"ration,
fatigue, flee visualization, etc.

~Res oose:

BothL examinations for CRGT wear have been completed as cK>C
descnoea in th>s report.

el s.
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Question 6

Document any other observations of u)ear or degradation found in the examination
of your fuel assemblies (i.e. grid rear, post rear, etc.). Provide the re-
sults of your assessment of the consequence of t'hese observations.

~Res onse:

Significant fuel performance experience for Westinghouse fuel assembly behavior,
through December 1977, are ontained in WCAP-8183, Revision 7, recently sub-
mitted by our letter NS-THA-1762 dated April 20, 1978.

Question 6a

Describe any design changes effected to either mitigate the consequences of
this wear or eliminate the rear.

~Res onse:

As already described in the introduction, the Westinghouse reactor internals
design and fuel assembly design are such that there is no need for design
changes to mi tigate or eliminate the consequences of the local thimble
tube wear observed.
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Question 7

1'f CRGT ueaz has been found at facilities using your design:

Question 7a

Vhat have been the attn,butive causes?

~Res onse:

LateraI and axial motion of the contro1 rod in the thimble tubes is the cause
for wear observed in the CRGT.

Question 7b

Have co2'relations been made to chm'acterize the phenomena arith respect to
operating p~ocedme and plant specific core parameters?

~Res onse:

See response to, question 4.

Question 7c

I

A2'e specific locations uithin the co~e o2 pa2ticulcu CRG within an assembly
move susceptible?

R~es onse:

The fue I ass emb1i es which con ta in
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Question 8

1f CRGT wear has been observed at any facility using your NSSS design:

Question 8a

Describe your efforts to reassess the mechanical integrity of the core a)ith worn
CRGT o demonstrate that coolability and scravnbiHty e~sts for normal, seismic
and anticipated operational occurrence loading conditions. Describe the vorst
condition analyzed.

~Res onse:

As stated in the response to guestion 6, there is no need to reassess the
mechanical integrity of the ouide thimble tubes, since the localized wear
found in Westinghouse fuel, and reported in the responses to guestion 2 and
3, neither affects the mechanical integrity of the irradiated fuel assemblies
nor reactor operation.

The maximum duty expected on the guide tubes is the 6g axial loading due to
shipping and handling of the fuel assembly with a full length control rod
inside the fuel assembly . Conservative mechanical design analysis of LOPAR
fuel assemblies and extrapolation of observed guide tube wear data indicate
that) (ct,c)

I The analyses verified the ability of the worn
guide tubes to resist buckling du5'o the axial load, maintaining the mechanical
integrity of top grid bulge joints, and limiting the direct tensile/compressive
stresses to within the permissible limits. The fuel assembly with the worst
case wear with three cycles of control rod operation would have adequate strength
to withstand the worst case 6g handling load. In addition, the probability of a
fuel assembly undergoing three cycles of control rod operation is less thanL g (ct> )
Question 8b

Discuss your structural design bases.

~Res onse:

The structural design bases are given in Chapter 4.2 of Safety Analysis Reports

I'ndicate if provisions have been made to accommodate rear in the design.

~Res onse:

The current design of Westinghouse fuel assembly provides sufficient margin in the
thimble tube dimensions, the bulge joint strength and the design of the sleeves to
accommodate wear in the guide thimble tubes.

~t amount of rear or related degradation would be cause for rejection for reload?

~Res onse:

The amount of wear must be limited such that the structural integrity of the fuel
assembly is not impaired for both normal operation and accident conditions. It
is worthwhile to note that, with the worst observed guide thimble wear, the fuel
assembly would have considerable margin to the mechanical design limits as stated
in the Safety Analysis Reports.





C3

Provide the alliable stresses used in the structural analysis:

~Res onse:

The allowable stresses used in the structural analysis are given in Chapter
4.2 of Safety Analysis Reports.

Discuss the effects of temperature stz'ain rate, notch severity, irz'adiation and
hydrogen content on mechanical properties used to establish the allou)able
stzesses.

~Res onse:

These effects are d scribed and discussed in MCAP-9179, Rev. 1, sent to
the NRC August 2, 1978 (Ref. LP-1032).

Question 8c

Provide the results of youz structural analysis summarising the CRGT loads and
the primary and secondary stress intensities foz normal, fuel handling, and
accident loadina conditions.

~Res onse:

The design bases for evaluating the structural integrity of the fuel assemblies
are:

The non-operational handling and shipping loads
The normal o„e. ating and upset conditions
The abnormal loads during Condition III and IY

The stresses generated by these loading conditions, in fuel assemblies with
worn thimble tubes, are consistent with that documented in Safety Analysis
Reports.

Question Bd

Discuss the ef fects of CEGGS rear on the thermal hydraulic performance of the
reactor undez normal and accident conditions.

~Res onse:

Since the structural integrity of the guide thimbles is maintained, there is
no effect of CRGT wear on the thermal-hydraulic performance of the reactor
under normal and acci dent condi tions.
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Question 9

Discuss any control rod scram testing that has been completed to demonstrate
scramability in morn CRGT. Address the effects of morn CRGT on scramabi ity
for the vorst expected guide tube geometry. include the strain-deflection
limits for control rod functionability.

~Res onse:

These control rod scram tests are performed:

a. For all rods, following each removal of the reactor vessel head

b. for specifically affected individual rods, following any maintenance on
or modification to the control rod drive system which could affect the
drop time of those specific rods, and

c. At least once per 18 months.

The rod drop time of each full length control rod assembly is verified
compatible with the technical specification's requirements prior to proceeding
to startup and power operation of the reactor.
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Ques tion -10

Ifexaminations for CRGT rear have not been or vilE not be made at representative
faciEities using your ijtSSS design, provide J'ustification for continued operation
of these faciEities.

~Res onse:

As described in the above sections, examinations of CRGT have been made at
representative facilities using Westinghouse NSSS design.
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Drive rod assembly A::Withdrawn RCCA Position

Drive rod assembly B: Inserted RCCA Position

—(ijtOE PLATES—

CION ~Inst IOO
ISSOclts

SOLL LteCTe
~Ct SSStuSLI

Cu>et 'est
IsstuILI

Upper Core Plate

Fuel Assembly

Figure 1 Full length RCC and Drive Rod
Assembly wi th Interfacing
Components
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DUTT gELD As L AROguD

Ziti'C THIHBLE

TOP IIOZZLE ADAPTER PLATE
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STAIHLESS STEEL SLEEVE

EXPANDS IO'8 LODE

I
~

TOP GRID

Figure,2- Top Grid to Yi.""le r~ttachri>ent
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